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" You should be rather grateful -to- the weeds you 
have 1n your mind, because eventually they will 
enrich your practice. " 

When the alarm rings early 1n the morningp and you 

.get up. I . think you don't feel so good. It 1s not easy 
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to come and s1t, and even after you arrive and begin zazen 

you have to encourage yourself to sit well. These are just 
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waves of your mind, and in pure zazen ther; should not be 
I 

any waves in your mind. But while you are s1tt1ng these 

waves will become smaller and smaller; and your effort 

w1ll change into some subtle feeling. 

We sayj 11 Pulling out the weeds we give nourishment 

to the plant "• We pull the weeds and bury them near the 

plant to give it nour1shment. So even though you have some 

dtff1oulty 1n your practicee even though you have some waves 

while you are sitting, those waves themselves will help you. 

So you shottld not ·be bothered by the weed.a in your mind: 

rather you should be grateful to them, because eventually 

they will enrich yc~r pract1ce. ·rr you have solile experience 

of how the weeds 1n your mind change into mental mour1shment 

in your practice, your practice will make remarkable progress, 

You will feel the progress. ~ou will feel how they change 

into se!f-nour1shment. Of course 1t 1s not so difficult 

to give some philosophical or psychological lnterpretation 

of our practice, but that 1s not enough. We must have the 

actual experience of how our weeds change into mour1shment. 

Strictly speaking, any effort we make 1s not good. for 

our practice because it creates waves in our mind. It is 

inpossible, however, to atta1h absolute calmness of our 
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we must forgat ourselves 1n the effort we make. In th1s 

realm there 1s no subjectivity or objeot1v1tyo Ou~ mind 1s 

just calm, without even any awareness. And 1n this unaware

ness, every effort ·and every idea and thought will vanish. 

· so it is necessary for us to ~ncourage ourselves and to 

'make an effort up to the last mlbment uhen all effort dis

appears. You should keep l(ol.1r mind on your breathing until 

you are not aware of your · breath1ng. 

And we should try to continue our effort forever. but 

we should not expeot some stage when ue will forget all 

about it~ We should just try to keep our mind on our breath

ing . That is om ... actual practice. And that effort wtll be 

refined more and more while you are sitting. At first 

the effort we make is quite rough and impure, but by the 

power of praot1ce the effort will become purer and purer. 

When your eff'ort becomes pf.lre, your body and mind become 

pure. This 1s the way we practice zen. once you under

stand our innate power to purify ourselves and our surround

ings , you can act properly , and you will iea.rn from each 

other, and you will become friendly to each other. 'I'his 

1s the merit of zen practice. But the way of practice is 

just to be concentrated on your breathing with the right 

posture and with great~ pure effort. This is how we 

practice zen. 


